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Soirée d’Ouverture Écosse
Festival Interceltique de Lorient, 
Lorient, France, August 7 
As announced by a local newspaper 
headline, previewing last month’s 
mammoth Festival Interceltique de 
Lorient, in Brittany: ‘L’Écosse au coeur 
de l’événenment.’ While Holyrood’s 
culture minister Fiona Hyslop – guest 
of honour in celebrating Scotland’s 
designation as the 2017 festival’s 
‘nation d’honneur’ – sounded 
pertinent warnings about Brexit’s 
implications for trans-border 
creativity, a hand-picked, 220-strong 
delegation of the country’s leading 
and emergent folk artists (mostly) let 
their music do the talking. 

With its total attendance of 750,000 
over ten days, Lorient is a huge 
showcase opportunity. And the Scots 
certainly made the most of it – none 
more so than venturesome young 
Highlanders, The Elephant Sessions, 
an instrumental five-piece fast shaping 
up as worthy successors to the mighty 
Shooglenifty. Aside from no fewer 
than 16 performances at the main 
Scottish Pavilion, amid the central 
festival village – one of which saw 
the audience break the marquee’s 
sprung wooden dance floor, the last 
a band member crowd surfing – they 
were a pyrotechnic highlight of the 
Soirée d’Ouverture Écosse, the Scottish 
promotion’s first big concert-hall 
event, curated by the HebCelt Festival.

After a delectable hors d’oeuvre 
extract from Scotland’s Wild Heart 
– breathtaking cinematography of 
the Highlands, islands and their 
wildlife, spliced with Donald Shaw’s 
sumptuous live score – the evening 
presented the sparkling diversity 
of the region’s rising musical stars. 
Blasta’s stunning four-part Gaelic 
harmonies, Mischa Macpherson’s 
exquisitely eloquent singing and Tide 
Lines’ cheerily old-school folk-rock 
completed the array.
SUE WILSON

Shambala 
Northamptonshire, August 24-27
It’s hard not to think that the sun 
came out specifically for this festival of 
dreamers and colour fiends. Forecast 
to be grey and dreary, the weekend 
was instead warm and bright, 
echoing Shambala’s vibe with the sun 
reflecting brilliantly off the endless 
sparkles that clothed the punters. 

As always, the festival offered a 
veritable smorgasbord of musical 
highlights; the massive names are 
passed over in favour of lesser-known 
artists that showcase the best in 
live music. This year’s line-up was 
dominated by African artists. Vaudou 
Game – led by Togolese singer and 
guitarist Peter Solo – brought their 
psychedelic, voodoo-influenced 
Afrobeat to the main stage. The 
ever-cool Solo got the modest crowd 

dancing to his grooves on the Friday; it 
was perhaps too early in the weekend 
to attract the crowds they deserved. 
Saturday’s crowds, however, were far 
better prepared for a boogie when 
Jupiter & Okwess took the stage. The 
Congolese band performed tracks 
from their latest album, Kin Sonic. 
Tracks that fell slightly flat on CD were 
positively electric live. 

Sunday unfortunately saw a few 
technical hiccups; Tanzania’s Msafiri 
Zawose was due to showcase the electro 
fusions of his new album (see p18), but 
instead was left with a mostly acoustic 
set after sound desk difficulties, and 
shortly after, Manchester-based 
Honeyfeet lost power halfway through 
their set, leading to a stampede of 
punters onstage and a hilariously 
cantankerous lead singer, Ríoghnach 
Connolly. Thankfully this was all sorted 
before an absolutely killer set from 
Malian matriarch, Oumou Sangaré, 
who closed the main stage. A force to be 
reckoned with, she had the crowd 
hanging on her every note. They may 
have been tired after a joyously 
hedonistic weekend, but Oumou kept 
the party going strong until the end. 
ALEXANDRA PETROPOULOS

Diabel Cissokho
Nell’s Jazz & Blues,  
London, August 27
It was a momentous night at Nell’s 
Jazz and Blues – Diabel Cissokho’s first 

gig in the UK after touring Senegal 
for seven months; the broken air 
conditioning unit ensured a sweltering 
and intense evening. The griot strutted 
through the luxurious bar to the stage 
immediately displaying his more 
rough-and-ready kora style with a 
refreshing solo piece, drawing out the 
rich textures from his instrument. The 
rest of his band joined him on stage 
and the dance floor was immediately 
filled as a harmonica note signalled the 
start of ‘Goré Island’, the first track off 
his new album Tambacounda Express. 
The first of his two sets displayed 
Diabel’s versatility; switching between 
kora anthems, mbalax infused 
grooves with Diabel pelting away on a 
traditional sabar (talking drum) and 
even riffing blues rock. After a much 
needed cool down, to the surprise 
of some, Diabel was joined by the 
rapper Afrikan Boy to perform their 
new song ‘LITW’, a witty picture of 
migrants’ ‘Life in the West.’ There was 
an intense yearning quality in Diabel’s 
voice on tracks such as ‘Dimbaya’; it 
pierced through the mix, in which 
other instruments were occasionally 
lost underneath, inevitable with such 
an instrumentally diverse set. Diabel’s 
brother even took to the stage to dance 
to the rapid rhythms of ‘Yaguena’. “I 
love the blues and the blues loves me,” 
Diabel told me a few days before; and 
after that gig I can tell you it is true.
NICK HANN
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